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Abst rac t - -Per iod ic i ty  questions of differential systems on infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces are 
studied via a new methodology which is based on Fan-Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewiez theorem. 
We obtain in this way an alternative, to the classical fixed point theory, approach to the study of 
such type of problems with various applications on issues of mathematical nalysis and differential 
geometry. Two examples of such applications are included. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Considering a first-order differential system 
dy 
d--~ : V(t, y), (1) 
over a locally convex topological vector space 7., where G : [0, 1] x E -+ E is a continuous function, 
the most popular way to study questions relevant o the periodicity of its solutions is the use 
of fixed point theorems. As a matter of fact, several results of this type have been presented 
the last years by a number of authors (see, e.g., [1,2] or [3]). However, the first author in his 
work [4] proposed a new approach based on the Sperner's lemma of combinatorial nalysis, under 
which he obtained a number of algebraic conditions that ensures the periodicity of solutions of 
system (1) when one works on an Euclidean space E = R m. The finite dimension in his work 
seems to be inevitable due to the nature of the assumptions of Sperner's lemma. 
In the present note we extend this methodology to any separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert 
space making ample use of the Fan-Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz theorem (see [5,6] for 
details). The obtained results give rise to a new way of studying the behavior of solutions of 
differential systems with various applications that surpass the borders of mathematical nalysis. 
In the last section of the paper we present such an application in differential geometry: the 
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holonomy groups of connections of certain infinite-dimensional principal bundles can be described 
locally by a set of "algebraic" conditions. 
2. PER IODIC ITY  QUEST IONS OF  D IFFERENTIAL  SYSTEMS 
Let H be any separable Hilbert space. We are going to establish, in this section, a new way of 
studying periodicity questions for the solutions of differential systems on H. The main reason of 
working on such type of spaces is the fact that we may use Schauder's bases. The general case 
of a locally convex topological vector space which can not be endowed with a Schauder base is 
much more complicated and needs a different approach. However, in our framework we may also 
prove the following, basic for the sequel, result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H be any separable Hilbert space. Then, there exists a sequence {Pn}n=O,l,2 .... 
of H such that: 
(i) {p~ - P0}n=l ,2  .... i s  an orthogonal Schauder base of]HI. 
(ii) {P~}n=0,1,2 .... belongs in a compact convex subset of N. 
PROOF. Let {e~}n=l,2 ....be an orthogonal Schauder base of H. Considering an arbitrary point P0 
of IN, we define 
1 e,~ 
:= n2 Ilenll +po,  n = 1 ,2 ,a , . . . .  
Then, Demand (i) is obviously satisfied, since for any u E N we see that 
-t-o¢ -t-oo 
u = .en  = Ile ll" (Pn --PO). 
n=l  n=l  
Moreover, the projection to the rt th factor p?1 -Po  is continuous ince it is proportional to the 
corresponding projection of the Schauder base {e?1}. 
On the other hand, if we denote by B the closure of the convex hull of {pn}~=o,l,2 .... 
B= conv({po ,p l ,p2 , . . .} ) ,  
we may check that it is a totally bounded set. Indeed, considering an arbitrarily chosen real 
positive s > 0, there exists an index nl E N such that 
E 
Ilpn -p011 < 5'  n ~ ha, (2) 
where by II ' 11 we denote the norm of the Hilbert space N, since obviously lim~-~+~ pn = p0. If F 
stands for the convex simplex produced by the elements {P0, P l , . - . ,  P711-1} 
711 --1 711--f / 
F= x C H : x = E Ai " pi, A~>__0, and A~=I  , 
i=O i=0  
then F is compact, as a convex hull of a finite set. As a result, it can be covered by a finite 
number of open spheres as follows: 
712 
u re_  S z~,~ , x~er .  (3) 
i=1  
On the other hand, for any b E B there exists a sequence (b~)?1c~ of the convex hull conv{(pn)} 
which converges to b. Thus, 
l ib -  bnll < ~, n > na, (4) 
O 
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for some na E N. For the element b~ 3 we observe that 
+co nl--1 +co 
= E -- E + E 
j=O j=O j=nl 
(nkl ~ ) ~ +co +oo 
= ,xj .p j  + ,xj .po + :~j. (pj - po) = ~,x j .  qj + ~,  ,x j .  (pj - po), 
\ /=0 j=n~. j=nl j=O j=n:~ 
where 
+co PJ' J<rtl' E qj = Aj = 1. 
PO, j k rtl, j=o 
+co 
Setting x := ~j=o ~J " qJ E F, we may find, 
result, based on relations (2)-(4), we may write 
X +co Xi  I 
lib - z~ll <_ lib - b~ II + + ~ ,xj. (pj - p0) - 
j~rtl 
according to (3), a xi E F with z C S(xi, e/3). As a 
e e e e )U < e. 
< 5+l lx -x i i l+ J=,~i~( ) ' J l l P J -P° [ I )  < 3+3+3 ,,j=,~I 
In other words, B is covered by the finite collection of open neighborhoods (ff=~i S(xi, ¢/3), and, 
taking into account that it is also a closed set, we conclude that it is compact. 
As result, this is the desired compact convex subset of ]E that contains the sequence {Pn}nEN. | 
The key point in our approach is the use of the following Fan-Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz 
theorem (see for details and proof [5,6]). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Y be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector space and X a nonempty 
subset of Y.  For each x E X ,  let F(x)  be a relatively closed subset of Y such that the convex hull 
of each finite subset {xb z2 , . . . ,  x,~} of X is contained in the corresponding union U~=I F(xi) .  
Then, for each nonempty subset Xo of X such that Xo is contained in a compact convex subset 
of Y ,  the intersection N~exo F(x)  is not empty. 
This result, being a generalization of the classical Sperner's lemma on abstract topological 
vector spaces (see [4,7]), enables us to state and prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let H be any separable Hilbert space endowed with an orthogonal Schauder b&se 
{P~ - P0}n=l,2 .... as in Lemma 2.1. Let also 
y' = G(t, y), (5) 
a differential system on H with G : [0, 1] x H --* H continuous and locally Lipschitz. For any 
continuous function g : H --* H, we define the map 
v : M ~ H : ~ ~ g(u)  - y(1; u) 
if y(t; u) is the (unique) solution of (5) under the initial condition (0, u), and we assume that V 
satisfies the following properties (note that pr n stands for the projection to the n th factor with 
respect to the base {Pn -Po}n=l,%...); 
(i) pr~(V(u)) < 0, for those u C H with pr~(u) - prn(po ) = 0 for any n ~ N. 
(ii) pr,~(V(u)) > O, for each u e H with pr,~(u) - pr~(pn) = 0 for some n e {1,2, . . .  }. 
(iii) For any finite collection {p~j }x<_j<_k which does not include Po and for any element u of 
the simplex [Pn~; 1 <_ j < k], there exists an index ni (1 < i < k) with prn,(V(u)) > O. 
Then, system (5) admits a solution y with y(O, uo) = uo and y(1, Uo) = g(uo). 
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PROOF. We define the sets 
B0 = {u • H :  pr,(V(u))  _< 0 for any n C N}, 
Bn = {u • H :  pr~(V(u)) > 0}, n = 1 ,2 , . . . .  
All of them are nonempty, since Po E Bo, Pn e Bn(n e N), and closed sets since {Pn - P0}~eN is 
a Schauder base of ]HI, and thus the projections pr,~ : ]HI -* ~ are continuous functions. 
Using Condition (iii), we readily verify that in the case where the element p0 of ]HI does not 
belong in a finite choice {p~j }l<j<k, the simplex Lp~ ; J = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k] is a subset of m~=l B,~. 
On the other hand, if P0 is included into the previous finite choice, then any element of the 
aforementioned simplex will have the form 
U : A 0 • PO %" A1 "P~a + "'" + Ak-1 ' P~k-1,  
if (without loss of generality) we assume that P0 = P~k, where ,~ are positive constants atisfying 
k-1 ~i=0 Ai = 1. As a result, 
k 
u - p0  = - ;0 ) ,  
i=1 
which, in turn, ensures that pr~(u) = pr~(po) and, according to Condition (i), pr~(V(u)) _< O, for 
any n E N - {ni, 1 < i < h}. Thus, if the projection of V(u) is also negative on all the remaining 
factors then we would have that u belongs to Bo. Otherwise u will be an element of some Bn~, 
k 
1 < i < k. In any case, u C U i= l  Bnl. 
We have proved in this way that the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 are fulfilled: X = {p,,, 
n = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  } is a nonempty subset of the topological vector space ]HI, it is contained (according 
to Lemma 2.1) into the compact convex subset B = conv({po,pl,p2,.~. }) of H and {B(p~) - B~; 
n = 0, 1 ,2, . . .  } is a collection of closed sets such that the convex hull of each finite choice 
k {P,~,P,~2,...,P~k} is contained into Ui=lB(pn,) .  As a result the intersection ~n=0,1,2,... B~ 
contains at least an element u which will satisfy 
p rn(V(u) )=O , Vn=O, 1,2,...=> V(u)=O==>y(1;u)=g(u). 
REMARK 2.4. It is obvious that the previous theorem gives us the opportunity to ensure the 
existence of periodic solutions of system (5) based on the algebraic Conditions (i)-(iii), taking as 
g = ida. 
In the sequel we give an example of a wide class of ordinary differential equations in the 
+~ 2 +co} which be solved using the method proposed Hilbert space f2 = {(xn)~er~ : ~n=l  x~ < can 
in Theorem 2.3. 
EXAMPLE 2.5.  Let  
x' =/(t ,  (6) 
be an ordinary differential equation on 6 2 , where 
f :  [0, 1] x 6 2 --* 6 2 : (t, (un)) ~-~ (f~(t, (u~))) 
is a continuous and locally Lipschitz mapping, (M~)neN an element of 6 2 and (a~)~eN a sequence 
of positive reals such that ~a~ < 1, M~ >_ a~/n k, Vn E N, where k is a fixed natural number, 
and 
(i) xn.  fn(t ,x)  > 0, for any x = (x~) E t 2 with xn >_ Mn, 
(ii) x~. f,~(t,x) < 0, for any x = (x,~) E 6 2 with x,~ <_ M~ - a,~/n k (n E IN). 
Then, (6) admits a periodic solution. 
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PROOF. Considering the orthogonal base {e~ := (0, 0 , . . . ,  - i ,  0 , . . .  )}heN, of g2 where the non- 
trivial coordinate is the n th one, we see that the sequence 
1 \ 
Pn := M1, M2, . . . , k&  - -~ ,M~+I , . . . )  ; 
Po := (M1,M2, . . . )  
n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.1. Therefore, we may try to apply Theorem 2.3. 
Indeed, if we denote by pr~, the projection of ~2 to IR with respect to the orthogonal Schauder 
base {p= - p0} and by pr~ the corresponding projection with respect to the initial base {e~}, 
then pr~ = (1/nk) • pr~. As a result, if u is an element of gu such that pr~(u) = pr=(p0) = n k. 3/I~ 
for each n c N, then pr~(u) = M~ and, if z(t; u) stands for the solution of (6) satisfying the 
initial condition x(0; u) = u, we will have that x~(0; u) := pr~,(x(0; u)) = M~. Thus, xn will be 
increasing for t _> 0, since z'~ = f~(t, x) has to be positive according to Assumption (i). As a 
result, pr~(x(0; u ) -  x(1; u)) <_ 0 and 
prn(x(O; u) - x(1; u)) _< O. (7) 
c On the other hand, if u E g2 and prn(u) = pr~(pn), for some index n E N, then pr~(u) = 
pr~(pn) = Mn - 1/n k <_ M~ - a~/n a and for the solution x(t; u) of (6) we have that x~(0; u) _< 
M~ -a~/n  k. Therefore, f~(t,x) becomes negative and Xn decreasing. As a result, p r~(x(0 ;u ) -  
u)) = - >_ 0 and, consequent ly,  
pr=(x(O; u) - x(1; u)) > O. (8) 
Finally, for any finite selection p~l, pi2, . . . ,  Pik of {pn}~N, which does not include p0, and for an 
arbitrarily chosen dement  u of the simplex [p~, P~2,..-, P~k] we see that: if n E {n~z, n~2,. •., n~k}, 
then 
k ( 1"~ k 
u = E )U . p i j =~prC(u)=An • \'?Vf n -- -~ ) + E A j . A/Zn 
j= l  j=l,ij¢n 
=AN" M~-nk  ] +M~.( I -AN)=Mn nk. 
If we assume that this projection is always (i.e., for any n = il, i2 , . . . ,  ik) greater than M~-a~/n  k, 
• k +oo then we would obtain Am _< a~ (n = Zl, i2 , . . . ,  ik) and ~n=~ A~ _< ~=1 an < 1 which contradicts 
k the fact that ~n=tAn = 1. As a result, there will exist an index n C { i l , i2 , . . . , i k}  with 
pr,~(u) <_ M~ -an /n  k. For this index, the corresponding projection of the solution x(t; u) of (6) 
will be decreasing and 
pr~(x(O; u) - x(1; u)) _> 0. (9) 
In virtue of conditions (7)-(9), we conclude that the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 are fulfilled, 
and equation (6) admits a periodic solution x : [0, 1] ~ g2 with x(0) = x(1) = u0. | 
3. APPL ICAT IONS TO D IFFERENTIAL  GEOMETRY 
In this section we give an application of Theorem 2.3 to a popular problem of modern differential 
geometry: the description of the holonomy group of a principal fiber bundle with respect to a 
connection. For the convenience of the reader we briefly describe here the framework that we 
work in. For detailed presentations of the notions of principal bundles and connections we refer 
to [<91 
Let g = (P, G, B, lr) be a principal bundle over the Hilbert base B with structural group G a 
Hilbert Lie group. Roughly speaking, that means that the group G acts differentially on (the right 
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of) the total space P which, in turn, is projected on B via the differential mapping 7r : P --+ B 
and is covered by a trivializing family {(U~, ~)}  that identifies locally P with B x G 
• i : ~-l(U~) -~  Ui × G. 
The diffeomorphisms (qSi) respect he action of G to P, i.e., (I)i(p. g) = q?~(p) .g, (p,g) c P × G, 
and the projection 7r: pr z o~) = Tr. 
A connection on P is a differential 1-form of P with values in the Lie algebra G of G 
w : P --+ L(TP,  G) : p ~ wp, 
where wp is a continuous linear mapping of the tangent space TpP of P to G satisfying the 
conditions 
(X*) = X, R;w = (Adg- ' )  w. 
Here X is any left invariant vector field of G, X* the corresponding Killing vector field of P, 
Ad : G --* Aut(G)  the adjoint representation f P and R~w the pull back of w with respect o 
the right translation Rg of P through the action of G. 
Concerning now a smooth curve a : [0, 1] ~ B, of B with ~(0) -- b0, a(1) = bl, we call 
horizontal ift of a any smooth curve & : [0, 1] -~ P satisfying 
where by ~ we denote the first derivative of &. Moreover, a parallel translation of a is the fiber 
diffeomorphism 
~:  ~-l(b0) -~  ~-1(bl):  ; ~ ap(1), 
if & is the (unique) horizontal lift of a satisfying the initial condition &(O) = p. 
The holonomy group of g at the point p is the subgroup of G 
~p = {g ~ G:  ~(p)  =p.g} .  
The exact description of the elements of ~p is one of the most interesting problems in the study 
of the geometric entities of principal bundles. Here, by employing the results obtained in the 
previous ection, we propose a new approach. 
More precisely, following the above-mentioned notifications, an arbitrarily chosen element x of 
the structural group G belongs to the holonomy group ~p if and only if there exists a horizontal 
curve 7 : [0, 1] --+ P such that 7(0) = p, 7(1) = p.  x. In other words, if we want to find the 
elements of ~p we need to solve the differential system 
~(,)(e(t)) = 0, 
7(0)  = p, " / (1 )  = p.x ,  
Employing the local structure of the manifolds P, B, G, we may on the smooth manifold P. 
construct a diffeomorphism 
~-/: 71--1(U) C P ~-~ ~ (~r-l(U)) C_ ]~ × G, 
which translates the previous ystem to 
Obviously, (10) is an ordinary differential equation on the Hilbert space I~ × G and 
The existence of a solution/3 : [0, 1] -+ ]~ × G which, equivalently, means 
that the element x C G belongs to the holonomy group ~p can be ensured 
if the algebraic conditions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied. 
We obtain, in this way, a new convenient way of determining the elements of the holonomy 
group (I)p. 
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